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Nuova Simonelli ha il piacere di
condividere con i professionisti
nuove opportunità di business,
per permettere all’industria
del caffè di raggiungere standard
qualitativi sempre più elevati.

REMOTE CONTROL
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We have designed a tool that can simplify your work.
It’s called “Remote Control” and is a wi-fi, cloud based data
transmission system, through which you can have useful real-time
information to improve the performance of your activities.ALL IN REAL
TIME! PC, TABLET AND SMARTPHONE CONTROL.
Optimization of all machines, and technical monitoring.
The distributor, wherever they are based, is in control of all the
machines. This service can monitor the status of products directly from
the workshop and can plan servicing in advance, reducing the risk of a
mechanical breakdown by 90%.
Reporting operations to each locale.
Remote Control guarantees the certainty of good work in
the locales and the ability to define the scope for improvement to help
each locale to grow. It is an extremely useful reporting tool to get an
overview of economic performance for a regular coffee shop chain.
Data workflow, machine performance and power consumption. All the
statistical and operational information of the machine. With Remote
Control, the technician knows in advance where they are needed. The
barista works much more peacefully and has more control over the
flow of work and the energy consumption of the machines.

A new, quick and easy way to work.

MUSICA
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MANAGE YOUR MUSICA’S ENERGY CONSUMPTION WITH AN APP
An application installed on your .(-/Ȑ+#*) or tablet that can help you save
energy, the new MusicaHigh Tech App, the EcoSmart coffee machine from Nuova
Simonelli.Musica High Tech has anautomatic learning system via WiFi using a
neural network method able to implement *Ȑ !!$$ )/management of each
component in the functional circuit on the machine. This can reduce energy
consumption under all operating conditions. With Musica High Tech energy
consumption, as well asnoise emissions, are reduced to the bare minimum. The
machine sends notifications to the userindicating consumption and proposing
more sustainable options.

The espresso machine
becomes Eco Smart.

MICROBAR II
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New technology, new design, new components. Microbar II is a new generation
bean2cup compact machine for restaurants, coffee corners and offices wanting
the pleasure of good quality coffee with medium volume.
Microbar II has a new delivery group with updated mechanics, but as always in
metal and with electronic temperature compensation to ensure high quality
extraction and many years of use. It’s more consistent and silent espresso
machine thanks to the new internal components that mean Microbar II
produces particularly high-quality coffee and cappuccino and thanks to the
grinder unit able to reduce noise.

More solid, more silent and
consistency of results.

OSCAR II
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The restyling of a classic. Oscar II is a new generation of the coffee machine launched
in the late nineties, which has conquered coffee lovers around the world.
Just 32 cm wide, Oscar II is a high performance machine due to professional
components like the filter holder, the temperature compensated group and the high
productivity steam wand. Added to this are technical and ergonomic features to
simplify its use, as with the push and pull steam lever and the soft-touch backlit
control panel.
The brewing unit is temperature compensated giving consistent and quality
extractions. The temperature stability of Oscar II is ensured the heat exchanger
system inside the boiler, which also ensures a high steam capacity for creamy and
fragrant cappuccinos. Timer programming ensures consistent results.
Among the new features of Oscar II is to the extensive use of stainless steel that
immediately shows strength and solidity, as well as enhancing the machine. Minimal
design ensures the machine fits in different types of environment.

Professional performance
in a small volume.

MDJ
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EN MDJ the grinder that is flexible, silent, robust and precise. Available with a
dispenser and on-demand in matt black, white and red, MDJ has a new system for
the mechanical part that uses special “shock absorbers”. This isolates the engine,
resulting in less noise.
Through a more modern design, the new MDJ grinder has 75mm burrs to ensure
proper grinding with higher volumes. Like its predecessor, the MDJ has
micrometric grinding adjustment, the external dose volume and the control
counter for doses number. All these innovations make this grinder the leader in its
price range.

The silent, robust and precise grinder.
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Nuova Simonelli S.p.A.
Via M. D’Antegiano, 6
62020 Belforte del Chienti
Macerata Italy
tel. +39.0733.9501
fax +39.0733.950242
videoconf. +39.0733.950201
www.nuovasimonelli.it
n.simonelli@nuovasimonelli.it

Nuova Distribution USA
6940 Salashan PKWY BLDG A
Ferndale, WA 98248
tel. +1.360.3662226
fax +1.360.3664015
videoconf. +1.360.3188595
www.nuovadistribution.com
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